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⏷ What is it?

⏷ How does it show up in clinical care, interpersonal 
interactions, and management decision-making?

⏷ What are your biases? 

⏷ What can you do about it?

Implicit Bias in Healthcare



The National Context
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Inequitable Conditions and Health Disparities 

https://altarum.org/sites/default/files/uploaded-publication-
files/WKKellogg_Business-Case-Racial-Equity_National-Report_2018.pdf

Health Disparities
“Measurable differences in the incidence, 
prevalence, mortality, and burden of 
diseases and other 
adverse health conditions that exist 
among specific population groups.”

- Institutes of Medicine

Estimated Costs: 

$92B medical 
$42B loss 

productivity 
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Medical 
Care

Health 
Care



What shapes our health?
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83% = slavery or segregation



Equality       vs.       Equity 
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Health equity is achieved when every person has the opportunity to “attain their full health 
potential” and no one is “disadvantaged from achieving this potential because of social 
position or other socially determined circumstances. – Centers for Disease Control
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Discussion:

How does implicit bias show up in 
healthcare?
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When we peel back the layers

A plethora of evidence suggests that after 
controlling for gender, income, education, and 
insurance status, there is variation in treatment 
and outcomes by race/ethnicity and income.
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A father and  son got into a tragic car 
accident. The son was rushed to the 
hospital and immediately taken into 

the operating room. 

Shaken, the doctor comes in and says, 
“I cannot operate on him. He is my 

son.” 

Who is the doctor? 
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Baseline Exercise

Polling Questions
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We are a product of 
our environment.

It’s pretty simple.
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Patient Profiles
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What is his profession?
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Implicit Bias
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Implicit Bias - defined

⏷ Attitudes or stereotypes that affect our 
understanding, actions, and decisions in an 
unconscious manner.

⏷ Implicit bias is not accessible via introspection.
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The Science
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How does it work?

⏷ Our brain are constantly bombarded by 
stimuli.

⏷ Scientists estimate 11M pieces of 
information at any time, but we can only 
process about 40
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The Solution: Mental Shortcuts

The brain takes mental shortcuts and relies 
on pre-established neural pathways based on 
how the world has shaped our perceptions.



It starts from the beginning
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For example . . . 

Society sends us implicit and explicit messages about . . . 

What is:
good vs. bad
pretty vs. ugly
strong vs. weak
normal vs. abnormal



Socialization
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Activation Triggers

⏷ Stressful moments
⏷ Time constraints
⏷ Multi-tasking
⏷ Need for closure
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Do not conflate implicit bias with

⏷ Discrimination
⏷ Racism
⏷ Sexism
⏷ Misogyny
⏷ Homophobia
⏷ Xenophobia

In many cases, implicit bias is the manifestation of socoetal norms that perpetual these belief systems. 
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Characteristics of Implicit Bias

⏷ Normal part of the human experience
⏷ Biases may not be aligned with our declared beliefs
⏷ We have preferences for those who share similar 

characteristics
⏷ Biases may change over time
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Prominent examples
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Racial Bias in Hiring

Are Emily and Greg more employable than 
Lakisha and Jamal?

⏷ Help wanted ads, Boston, Chicago, outcome= 
job call backs

⏷ Identical resumes, 70% college degree, only 
difference is name

⏷ White names 50% greater chance of receiving 
call back than Black names

⏷ Higher quality resumes- 30% call back for 
white candidate, 9% for black candidate

⏷ Employers who listed “equal opportunity 
employer” had same amount of bias
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My testimony…





Implicit Bias in Healthcare
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Weight bias in Med students
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Implicit Association Test

⏷ How does it work?

⏷ Measures strength of associations between 
concepts

⏷ Time taken to make selection is a key factor
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IAT Output
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Breakout Questions

⏷ How do you feel about the results 
of your output?

⏷ What additional biases might you 
have based on your experiences?

⏷ What types of biases might people 
have of you?



Exercise: 

Checking our blindspots.

The next slide will stay up for 5 seconds.

Task – count the number of “F”s in the 
sentence.
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Please place your answer in the chat box.
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Exercise A – The “Stroop” Color and Word Test

In the next slide, you will see a series of 25 words in different 
colors. 

Say the color of the word you see. 

Go as quickly as you can.
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Exercise B

In the next slide, you will see a similar set of words in the same 
format.

In this case, do not read the words. Instead, say the colors in 
which the word appear. 

Go as quickly as you can.
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Patient testimonies:

https://www.aafp.org/family-physician/patient-
care/the-everyone-project/toolkit/implicit-
bias.html?cmpid=everyone_ot_hops_evotool_
pdf_trainingmaterials. 

Scroll down to three horizontally displayed 
videos.

https://www.aafp.org/family-physician/patient-care/the-everyone-project/toolkit/implicit-bias.html?cmpid=everyone_ot_hops_evotool_pdf_trainingmaterials
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Questions
⏷ 1. Provide an overview of the individual's testimony.

⏷ 2. What is the root cause of the bias?

⏷ 3. Have you observed a similar situation? Have you been on the receiving      
end?

⏷ 4. What were your takeaways? How can you mitigate your own risks of                       
applying a similar bias? 

⏷ 5. What can we do to cultivate institutional cultures that mitigate this     
type of risk?
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Debiasing Techniques 

⏷ Exercise intentionality in counteracting your biases
⏷ Read books, watch movies, surround yourself with 

individuals who present a positive perspective

⏷ Practice mindfulness and cognitive intervention
⏷ Actively listen

⏷ Normalize humility: Make every effort to understand 
patients’ lived experiences

⏷ Examine your circle and diversify your surroundings
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Words Matter

⏷ Eliminate “noncompliant” from vocabulary”

⏷ Eliminate disease before person language (i.e “cancer 
patient.” Instead say “patient with cancer.” 
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Appendix with optional follow-up exercise
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Breakout 

⏷ Describe the study

⏷ Articulate the issue

⏷ What are the implications?

⏷ What change is needed in practice, policy, training, etc.
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⏷ Schulman et al. (1999). The Effect of Race and Sex on 
Physician’s Recommendations for Cardiac 
Catheterizations.

⏷ Goyal et al. (2015). Racial Disparities in Pain Management 
of Children with Appendicitis in the Emergency 
Department. 

⏷ Greenwood et al. (2020). Physician-patient racial 
concordance and disparities in birthing mortality for 
newborns.

https://www.nejm.org/doi/10.1056/NEJM199902253400806?url_ver=Z39.88-2003&rfr_id=ori:rid:crossref.org&rfr_dat=cr_pub%20%200pubmed
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4829078/
https://www.pnas.org/content/early/2020/08/12/1913405117
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